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Abstract:
This paper is based on a case study of Raya, a Palestinian Arab undergraduate student, at the
University of Jordan, who has achieved level B1 according to The Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) in listening and reading comprehension
(‘accomplished’) and CEFR level B2 (‘superior’) in language form and meaning in English
according to the TOEFL Junior Exam. Based on multiple data sources (i.e. interviews,
observation, questionnaires and document analysis), the study aims to highlight how Raya's
multiple identities as a language learner, avid film watcher, YouTube user and online gamer, and
a (non) member of a target language community have contributed to her oral proficiency in
English. The study also aims to emphasize some personal attributes that Raya has as a language
learner in order to uncover the factors which have assisted or hampered her acquisition of
English. The main finding of the case study is that Raya's English language proficiency has been
enriched because of two overriding factors: firstly, integrative motivation (i.e. her love of
English) highlighted through her immersion in the target language by her online identity, films
and social interaction; and, secondly, instrumental motivation (i.e. using the language as a means
to academic and professional advancement) in the sense she realized English was a way of
helping her to achieve her goal of leaving her hometown and studying abroad. It is hoped that
this study will inspire and inform both language learners and educators alike, as to some of the
steps to success in acquiring proficiency in English or any other language.
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